
perspective
1. [pəʹspektıv] n

1. перспектива
linear perspective - линейная перспектива
historical perspective - исторический аспект
picture out of perspective - картина, в которой нарушена перспектива
when seen through the perspective of years - рассматриваемый через призму лет
in perspective - а) изображённый с соблюдением законов перспективы; б) в истинном свете
to see a matter in perspective - видеть что-л. в настоящем свете; не преувеличивать и не преуменьшать
too chagrined to keep the results in perspective - слишком огорчённый, чтобы правильно оценить результаты
to see a thing in a new perspective - видеть что-л. в новом свете
to put the issue in broad perspective - рассматривать вопрос в широком аспекте

2. 1) вид (вдаль )
a fine perspective opened before his eyes - перед ним открылся прекрасный вид

2) виды на будущее
in perspective - редк. в будущем , в перспективе
we havea long perspective of happy days before us - у нас впереди много счастливых дней

♢ to look through the wrong end of the perspective - преуменьшать значение (чего-л. )

2. [pəʹspektıv] a
1. перспективный; сделанный по законам перспективы

perspective drawing - чертёж, рисунок в перспективе
perspective geometry - а) аксонометрия; б) начертательнаягеометрия

2. арх. оптический, зрительный
perspective glass - увеличительное стекло

Apresyan (En-Ru)

perspective
per·spec·tive AW [perspective perspectives] BrE [pəˈspektɪv] NAmE
[pərˈspektɪv] noun
1. countable a particular attitude towards sth; a way of thinking about sth

Syn:↑viewpoint

• a global perspective
• Recent events seem less serious when put into an international perspective.
• Try to see the issue from a different perspective .
• a report that looks at the education system from the perspective of deaf people
• ~ on sth His experience abroad provides a wider perspective on the problem.

2. uncountable the ability to think about problems and decisions in a reasonable way without exaggerating their importance
• She was aware that she was losing all sense of perspective.
• Try to keep these issues in perspective .
• Talking to others can often help to put your own problems into perspective .
• It is important not to let things get out of perspective .

3. uncountable the art of creating an effect of depth and distance in a picture by representing people and things that are far away as
being smaller than those that are nearer the front

• The artist plays with perspective to confuse the eye.
• We learnt how to draw buildings in perspective .
• The tree on the left is out of perspective .

4. countable (formal) a view, especially one in which you can see far into the distance
• a perspective of the whole valley

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English (in the sense ‘optics’): from medieval Latin perspectiva (ars) ‘(science of) optics’, from perspect- ‘looked at
closely’, from the verbperspicere, from per- ‘through’ + specere ‘to look’.
 
Example Bank:

• Her death put everything else into perspective.
• I just need to keep things in perspective.
• It's easy to lose perspective on things when you are under stress.
• Let's get this into perspective.
• That tree is out of perspective.
• The author brings a balanced perspective to these complex issues.
• The book adopts a historical perspective.
• This latest study explores stress from a unique perspective.
• This lively book presents a refreshing new perspective on a crucial period in our history.
• This website puts a completely different perspective on world news.
• This will require a shift in perspective.
• We can now see things in their true perspective.
• We should view this from the perspective of the people involved.
• We'll be looking at fatherhood issues from a personal perspective.
• When you reach middle age you get a different perspective on life.
• a feminist perspective in philosophy
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• his desire to broaden his narrow perspective
• multicultural education based on a global perspective
• stories told from multiple perspectives
• women who bring a feminist perspective to their works
• His experience of working in Asia provides a wider perspective on the issue.
• The perspective of wheelchair users must be taken into account when designing public buildings.
• Try to approach the problem from a different perspective.
• We need to take a global perspective on the environment.

perspective
per spec tive W3 AC /pəˈspektɪv $ pər-/ BrE AmE noun

[Date: 1300-1400; Language: Medieval Latin; Origin: perspectiva, from perspectivus 'of sight', from Latin perspicere 'to look through,
see clearly']
1. [countable] a way of thinking about something, especially one which is influenced by the type of person you are or by your
experiences ⇨ viewpoint

perspective on
His father’s death gavehim a whole new perspective on life.

from sb’s perspective
The novel is written from a child’s perspective.

from a feminist/Christian/global etc perspective
We have to look at everything from an international perspective.
a much-needed historical perspective

wider/broader perspective
Our work in Uganda and Romania adds a wider perspective.

2. [uncountable] a sensible way of judging and comparing situations so that you do not imagine that something is more serious than
it really is:

I think Viv’s lost all sense of perspective.
The figures have to be put into perspective.

get/keep something in perspective (=judge the importance of something correctly)
3. [uncountable] a method of drawing a picture that makes objects look solid and shows distance and depth, or the effect this
method produces in a picture:

the artist’s use of perspective
4. [countable] formal a view, especially one in which you can see a long way into the distance

• • •
COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 1)
■ADJECTIVES/NOUN + perspective

▪ a new/different perspective I like the programme because it gives you a different perspective on world news.
▪ a fresh perspective (=new and interesting or useful) The venturewill benefit from their fresh perspective.
▪ a wider /broader perspective Searching through a variety of sources will give them a wider perspective on their subject.
▪ a historical perspective It is important to have a historical perspective when considering these changes.
▪ a global /international perspective A global perspective allows firms to spot opportunities and reduce supply costs.
▪ a feminist perspective If you look at this from a feminist perspective, things are, in fact, not equal.
▪ a female perspective Carson's lyrics are definitely written from the human experience, but from a female perspective.
▪ a Marxist perspective From a Marxist perspective, crime is largely the product of capitalism.
▪ a Christian perspective We approach the problem from a Christian perspective.
▪ a businessperspective I think it was a good thing to do, from a business perspective.
▪ the American /Russian/French etc perspective From the French perspective, therefore, 1934 marks a major turning point.
■verbs

▪ have a perspective Everyone seems to havea different perspective on the issue.
▪ see/view something from a perspective A child can only see see the world from his or her own perspective.
▪ give (somebody) a perspective A break might give her a better perspective on things.
▪ provide a perspective Their research is concerned with providingan alternative perspective on our past.
▪ offer a perspective Bamford offers a fresh perspective on this ongoing historical debate.
▪ get a perspective When you get to my age, you get a different perspective on life.
▪ put a perspective on something This new evidence put a whole new perspective on the case.

• • •
COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 2)
■verbs

▪ lose perspective People sometimes lose perspective on what is really important in life.
▪ put something into/in perspective (=consider something in a sensible way by comparing it with something else, or to
help you do this) Let's put this data into perspective. | I saw their suffering, and it really put my own problems into perspective.
▪ get/see something in perspective (=judge the importance of something correctly by considering it in relation to other
things) You’ve got to take a wider view and get things in perspective.
▪ keep something in perspective I hope we can all keep this issue in perspective.
■phrases

▪ a sense of perspective I felt I needed a break from the relationship in order to keep a sense of perspective.
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